Introduction: good rays and bad rays. Topology has always been a very convenient tool for studying compact complex manifolds. In particular, the cohomology ring H*(X,Z) of a compact complex manifold X is a very important invariant which provides a lot of information on the geometry of X. In the present paper we use H*(X, Z) to understand extremal ray contractions in the sense of the Minimal Model Program or Mori Theory.
each L-negligible ray contains lots of "good" rational curves whose deformation is of the expected dimension. In effect, L-negligible rays are invariant under deformations of complex structure and can be used to compute Gromov-Witten invariants in symplectic geometry.
The paper is organised as follows. After reviewing basic definitions concerning topology and Mori Theory, in Section 1 some consequences of Hard Lefschetz Theorem are worked out. In particular, the notions of Lefschetz discriminant and L-supported homology class are introduced. In Section 2, after recalling some further facts from Mori Theory concerning extremal contractions a representability theorem is proved; it allows to represent cohomology in the hyperplane R 1 -C H 2 (X, R) by cohomology of the target of the contraction of R. The geometry of L-negligible rays is studied in Section 3. This paper was motivated by some recent publications on extremal rays in different branches of geometry. Apart of [20] and [18] I should mention also [21] , [19] and [2] . I would like to thank the authors of the last two papers for their kind sending me their preprints. Moreover, I would like to thank the referee of the present paper who has brought to my attention the section 12.1 of [14] which contains results related to my Section 2. In some sense the present paper is a sequel of [24] where the idea of using Hard Lefschetz Theorem in the context of Mori Theory was born.
During the prepation of this paper I had a fellowship at the Institute of Mathematics of Polish Academy of Sciences. In April and May 1997 I lectured on the topology of complex manifolds at the University of Trento where I presented the results of this paper. I am very grateful to the participants of these lectures, especially to Marco Andreatta, Edoardo Ballico and Massimiliano Mella, for their remarks and criticism which corrected some of my wrongthinking. I was also partially supported by Polish KBN. I would like to thank all the above institutions for their kind support.
Notation and definitions. Throughout the present paper X is a complex manifold of complex dimension n and moreover -with the exception of a local set-up in Section 2 -X is compact or just projective. We consider the complex topology of X. We will usually work with homology and cohomology of X with coefficients in the field of real numbers R; a cycle (or cocycle) with real coefficients will be called integral or rational if it is coming from homology (or cohomology) with integral or, respectively, rational coefficients.
A great deal of information about the relation of the complex structure of X with its topology is carried by the exponential sequence on X: 0 0x exp^i^0 0 the long cohomology sequence of which defines the link between the Picard group of X and its second cohomology group and in particular the first Chern class map:
The image of ci in the torsion-free cohomology H 2 (X, Z)/(torsion) coincides with the group of divisors modulo numerical equivalence PicX/ =.
Let miX) C # 2 (X,R) and iVi(X) C #i(X,R) be R-linear subspaces spanned by, respectively, cohomology and homology classes of, respectively, holomorphic divisors and curves on X. In other words m(X) is spanned by the image of the map ci : PicX -> H 2 (X,Z) composed with the extension of coefficients H 2 (X, Z) -> # 2 (X,R). The topological intersection of cycles and cocycles restricts to Ni(X) and N 1 (X) and coincides with the intersection product which can be defined in algebro-geometric set up; in both cases the intersection of a cocycle x with a cycle a will be denoted by X-a. The intersection product gives a non-degenerate pairing on H 2 (X, R) x H2(X, R) and N 1 (X) x Ni(X) and thus we will frequently identify any space in question with the dual of its pairing partner. For a given non-zero cycle a G H<2(X, R) we define the perpendicular hyperplane a-1 := {x £ H 2 (X,R) : x • a = 0}; similarly we define the hyperplane perpendicular to a non-zero cocycle.
Inside the above spaces we consider the following cones. The cone of curves C C Ni (X) and the cone of nef divisors V C N 1 (X) are R^Q-spanned on, respectively, the classes of curves and numerically effective divisors, i.e. V :
a ^ 0}-That is V = C v in the sense of the intersection pairing of iV^X) and Ni(X). Dually, C = 'P v , where C denotes the closure of C. We recall that, by the Kleiman criterion of ampleness, a line bundle £ is ample if ci(£) is in the interior (in the sense of the topology on N 1 (X)) of the cone V, which we will denote by V.
1. Hard Lefschetz Theorem. In the present section we deal with the classical result of Lefschetz. Our purpose is to understand its impact on the structure of the cohomology ring of a complex projective manifold and on the second cohomology in particular. For the exposition of the result the reader may consult the classical textbook [8] or a recent excellent survey [15] .
Let X be a compact complex manifold of dimension n. In the present section we discuss some properties of the cohomology ring 0 m>o H m (X, R) which is equipped with the cup product U. We recall that bm(X) = dim-RH rn (X 1 'R) is the ra-th Betti number of X.
DEFINITION. We will say that rj G H 2 (X,Tl) satisfies Lefschetz condition if the k-th cup product map Alternatively, instead of considering the map Lk{r)) we can take (-l) n -A: -symmetric bilinear pairing (ii) #"-*(X,R)xtf"-*(X,R) -> R In other words, the choice of 77 gives a 2-form ^(77) which lives in S 2 (H nk (X, R)*) or /\ (H nk (X, R)*) -depending on whether n -k is even or odd -and which is nondegenerate if and only if 77 satisfies the A:-th cup product map is an isomorphism. In a fixed basis the form Ak (77) can be represented as a symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) ) we have 5 k G £**»-*(.ff 2 (x,Q)). Proof. Lemma follows from the preceding discussion in which the field R can be replaced by Q so that Sk 6 S fc6 »-* (#2^, Q)).
The set A^ C H 2 (X, R) which is introduced just above will be called the k-th Lefschetz discriminant. The immediate consequence of Lefschetz theorem is that for k = 1,... n the Lefschetz discriminant A(X) = (J A^ does not meet rational points in V.
EXAMPLE. Let X = C n /T be a compact complex torus. The cohomology ring of X can be identified with the ring of alternating real forms on C n = R 2n that is 0tf*(X,R)~0/\(R2»). REMARK. Lefschetz condition is R* invariant, that is 77 G H 2 (X,R) satisfies it if and only if ar) does, for any a G R \ {0}. Although, for a given complex structure the notion of ample cone is only R> 0 invariant, we note however that the topological invariants should not distinguish an ample divisor from its opposite.
Indeed, the topological space of a given complex manifold X supports also its conjugate structure X which is associated to the conjugation ~ : C ->■ C of the base field. If 7/ G H 2 (X, Z) is a class of an ample divisor on X then -77 is the class of an ample divisor on X.
Extremal rays and extremal contractions.
The task of the present paper is to apply the formalism which we have introduced in the previous section in the situation appearing in Mori theory of extremal ray contractions. In the present section we use the language and the fundamental results of the Minimal Model Program. For an introduction and an exposition to the program we suggest [5] or more advanced [12] . The cone theorem (smooth case) is explained in [17] . The local analytic version of the contraction theory which we will rely on is in [10] .
A contraction is a proper surjective map (p : X -> Y of normal irreducible varieties with connected fibers such that tp*Ox = Oy-We assume that a contraction is not an isomorphism. The map <p is birational or otherwise dimY < dimX, in the latter case we say that ip is of fiber type. The exceptional locus E(ip) of a birational contraction ip is equal to the smallest subset of X such that ip is an isomorphism on X \ E ((p 
If both X and Y are projective then ip*(V(Y)) is a face of the cone V(X).
Moreover the contraction ip kills (i.e. contracts to points) the holomorphic curves whose classes are perpendicular to the face ^p*(P(Y)). In particular, an elementary contraction defines a 1-dimensional face (a ray) in C(X). The ray is called Mori ray or crepant ray if its contraction is of the respective type.
It is remarkable that in the situation covered by the Minimal Model Program the passage from contractions to rays (or faces) of C(X) can be reversed. That is, if a projective normal variety X has suitable singularities (e.g. it is smooth) then a "good" face of the cone C(X) admits a contraction. In particular, if R C C(X) is a ray such that for some We note that both Fano-Mori and crepant case are covered by the same theorem. For this reason, in the present paper frequently we do not make any distinction between Fano-Mori or crepant elementary contractions -we will call both extremal contractions which is a slight abuse of the usual notation.
It turns out that in this range the word "elementary" can be used in a broader sense, i.e. any extremal contraction is elementary also topologically. That is: if <p : X -> Y is an extremal contraction then iP(X,R)/<£*(iI 2 (Y,R)) ~ R. This can be derived from results of Kollar and Mori on complex homology, see [14] , Theorem 12.1.3. Below I present a similar argument which also yields a result on integral cohomology.
First we need a local version of the Base-Point-Free Theorem. Namely, in the following lemma we will use the set-up and the language explained in EXAMPLE. The quotient V/U may be actually non-zero (notation as in the proof). Indeed, let Y be an abelian surface and ip : X -> Y a P 1 -bundle in complex topology which does not come from a rank 2 vector bundle on F. Then R 2 (p*Zx -R^-^p^O^ ~ Zy, iI 3 (F, Z) c^ Z 4 and using further terms of the Leray spectral sequence we get a diagram
Thus the map f is surjective while u is onto 2Z C Z since 0(1) on the fiber does not extend to X. Finally, let us note that from the above sequence it follows that V/U c -> H 2 (Y, Oy) even if ip is not a projective bundle. In fact the group V/U seems to be a good generalization of the invariant 5 r which is defined for projective bundles as in [6] .
As a corollary we get the following represent ability theorem (c.f. Kollar 
.4. Let (pn : X -> Y be an extremal contraction of a ray R of a projective manifold. Then R-L = ip'j l (H 2 (Y,'R)).
In other words any topological cocycle perpendicular to R is represented by a pullback of a cocycle from the target of the contraction <PR.
L-negligible extremal rays. In this section we assume that ip = ipR : X -+
Y is an extremal contraction of a ray R on a smooth projective variety of dimension n. If R is L-supported then it is noticeable from the topological view point as it gives a strong trace in the cohomology by giving a component of the Lefschetz discriminant. Moreover, we have seen that the number of L-supported rays on X is finite. On the other hand, although from the Mori Cone Theorem in [17] it follows that the extremal rays in the cone C(X) are discrete, its total number on X may be infinite. (A simple example is a P 2 blown up in 9 points so that the resulting surfaces has infinite number of (-l)-curves, see e.g. [5] example 4.6.4) Therefore one may be tempted to conclude that "a generic extremal ray on a variety X is not L-supported". This gives a motivation for understanding extremal rays which are not L-supported; we will call them L-negligible, for short. 
. Let ip = (pn : X ->> Y be an extremal contraction of a ray R and let S C E((p) be an irreducible component of the exceptional locus of (p. We define the length ls(R) of R at S ls(R) '•-min{-Kx • [C]} where C is a rational curve passing through a general point of S and [C] G R. Then we have 2dimcS -dimc^p(S) > n + ls{R) -1.
The inequality appearing in the above theorem is sometimes referred to as fiberiocus inequality. The bounds provided by the fiber-locus inequality and the inequality from 3.2 give a narrow space for L-negligible extremal contractions. If R is crepant then ls(R) = 0 and 2dimcS -dimc^p(S) is either n -1 or n.
If however R is a Mori ray then the exceptional locus of cpn is covered by rational curves such that -Kx • [C] = 1. Moreover, for any component 5 of E(ip) we have 2dimcS -dimc<p(S) = n. As the consequence, Mori L-negligible rays can be pretty well described. Thus for the rest of this section we assume that R is a Mori L-negligible ray. A similar situation (when the fiber-locus inequality becomes an equality) was considered in Lemma 1.1 of [4] . LEMMA 
Let ip : X -> Y be a contraction of a Mori L-negligible ray. For an irreducible component S C E(ip) let r :-codimxS = dimcS -dimc^p(S). If F is an
irreducible component of a fiber of (p\s such that dimcF = r then its normalization f : F -> F C 5 is isomorphic to a projective space F ~ P r and f*Ox{-Kx) -0(1). The dimension of the exceptional locus and the dimension of fibers of a Fano-Mori contraction of a L-negligible ray are tied up very closely so that in small dimensions (or small codimensions) fibers of such contractions are small and thus were thoroughly studied. The subsequent structure theorem summarizes some of the known properties of such contractions. We refer the reader to [3] for an exhausting description of FanoMori contraction with fibers of dimension < 2.
THEOREM 3. For some of the applications of extremal rays which are mentioned in the introduction it is convenient to know the scheme parameterizing rational curves from an extremal ray. Below, we sketch the construction of such an object. For an overview on the theory of Hilb(X), Chow(X) and i?om(P 1 ,X) -and how they can be used to parameterize rational curves -we refer the reader to [13] , Chapter II. 1. Rational curves were firstly discussed in this context by Mori in [16] who proved their existence in extremal rays in [17] .
Let ip = ipn : X ->► Y be a Fano-Mori contraction of an Lnegligible ray on a smooth projective variety. Let E = E(ip) denote the exceptional locus of (p and let Z :-(p(E) CY be the exceptional locus of
Let us recall that an extremal rational curve in a Mori ray R is a rational curve C C X with a normalization / :
Let us take a component M C iIom(P 1 ,X) which contains the class of /. We consider the image of M under the natural map iJom(P 1 ,X) -Y Chow(X) which sends / G Hom(P l , X) to the class of /(P 1 ). The image of this map (after a normalization) is the geometric quotient M/G where G = AutCP 1 ) acts on M by composition G x M 3 (g, f) H> fog-1 e M. Now we take the fiber product W := M XGP 1 which has a natural projection q : W -» M/G and the evaluation ev : W -> X such that e v(f,t) = f(t). The quotient M/G is a complete scheme (compact analytic space) and it coincides with the normalization of the appropriate component of Chow(X) which contains C = /(P 1 ). Moreover, at a generic point it is the same as the appropriate component of Hilb(X). The dimension of M/G is bounded from below by
We will say that C has deformations of the expected dimension if the the above inequality becomes an equality for any component M C iJom(P 1 ,X) which contains
The line of arguments presented above is due to Mori [16] . We note also the following useful observation MORI BREAKING LEMMA. For any two different points xi, X2 G X the intersection q{ev~l{xi)) fl q(evl {x2)) is finite. For L-negligible rays we have the following LEMMA 3.5. Assume that R is an L-negligible Mori ray of a manifold X. If C C X is an extremal rational curve from R then its deformations are the of expected dimension.
Proof. We use the notation introduced above. By Breaking Lemma the dimension of fibers of (}PR)\ev{w) ' ls at least by 1 bigger than the dimension of the respective fibers of ev. Indeed, for any x G ev(W) the map ev on q-1 (q(ev-1 (x))) is finite-to-one outside of ev 1 (x). Therefore
Since dzmcW = dimcM/G + 1, in view of 3.1 we have
which is what we want.
REMARK. Even in the case of a divisorial contraction, c.f. 3.4, although the exceptional locus of tp is irreducible, the scheme of extremal rational curves may be reducible. In fact, in 6.9 of [3] we describe a three component Hilbert scheme of extremal rational curves of a divisorial contraction of a smooth 4-fold with a reducible fiber which is a degenerate quadric P 2 U P 2 . On the other hand [11] gives an example of a small contraction of a 4-fold with a disconnected exceptional locus which is a union of arbitrary (finite) number of disjoint copies of P 2 . We note however that Lemma 3.5 refers to any component of the scheme of extremal rational curves. Moreover, from the above proof of 3.5 it follows that the Remark following Proposition 3.1 as well as the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 holds also when we set S = ev(W). Indeed, in the quoted example from [3] the special fiber of the divisorial contraction consists of two P 2 .
Before stating a corollary to the above lemma let us recall that given a curve C C X we say that the class of C remains holomorphic for small deformations of X if for any smooth family TT : X -> A 1 of compact complex manifolds over a disc A Proof. The dimension of deformations of C inside X is bounded from below by dimcX -Kx
-2 so it is bigger than the dimension of deformations of C in X. Therefore the curve C in X has to move out from 7r-1 (0) to the neighboring fibers.
In the conclusion let me make some comments on the geometry of L-negligible rays in the context of Gromov-Witten invariants. As before, let us choose an extremal rational curve C and an irreducible component M C -H'om(P 1 ,X) containing the normalization of C. For any positive k we consider the product W& := M XG (P 1 )^ where G = Auti? 1 ) acts on the fc-th product (P 1 )** coordinatewise G x (Pi)xfc 3 (0,(ti,...tfc)) ^ {g{t l ),...g{t k )) E (P^x*. On W k we have the natural projection q : Wk ->• M/G and the evaluation evk : Wk ->■ X xk with evk(f,ti,...tk) = {f{ti),..-f{tk)) ' We recall that since C is extremal it follows that M/G is compact and evk is proper.
We are interested in case fc = 2. In this case however, because of the breaking lemma, the map ei>2 does not have positive dimensional fibers outside of the diagonal of X x X. Thus, if 52 C X x2 is the image of ev2, Let S = Pi{S2) = ei;(A / ( XG P 1 ) be the locus of curves from M in X and set s = dimcS. Moreover for x G 5 let Sz := ev(g~1(g(ei;~1(a;)))). We note that if for some i -1, 2 we have a* > 25 then a* npi*(5 2 ) = 0 and thus (0:1,0:2)^ = 0. Thus the product can be non-zero only if 25 > a* > 2n -2s for i -1, 2. On the other hand if a\ -25 and 0,2 -2n -2s then we find out that
where x E 5 is general.
In particular, if i^ is a L-negligible extremal ray then the above discussion applies to any extremal rational curve in R. Moreover, because of the remarks following the proofs of 3.1 and 3.5 the Lefschetz duality Lk behaves nice with respect to ( , )M' That is, for any two classes ai, 0:2 € H 2n~2s (X, R), k -2s -n and 77 G R 1 -satisfying Lefschetz condition we have (ai,Ljfe(77)(a2)) 1 M = (ifcfaXai),^)^.
Similar arguments were used in [19] to compute Gromov-Witten invariants of some special extremal rational curves. I must admit however that in the discussion presented above I ignored verification of the assumptions which are usually asked in the symplectic set-up to make the computation of Gromov-Witten invariants legible. This can be done in low dimensional cases by Theorem (3.4).
Appendix: remarks and questions. First let us note that if X is not projective then the notion of the Lefschetz discriminant may become void. For example: a Hopf surface.
We noted that Hard Lefschetz Theorem implies that A does not meet the interior V of the nef cone in rational points. Can A meet V at non-rational points?
The bound on the number of L-supported rays obtained by adding degrees of A; is probably not the best because subsequent loci A* are related one to another. What would be the best bound for the number of L-supported rays?
The definitions and the results from Section 1 can be introduced for complex cohomology ring H*(X, C). In particular we can introduce complex Lefschetz discriminants Ac{X) and respective L-supported rays. It is clear that the "unbalanced" components of the Hodge decomposition of H 2 (X, C), i. Suppose that X' is another complex structure which defines the respective Hodge decomposition of H 2 (X, C). Is it true that still # 2 > 0 (X') © H 0 > 2 (X') C R& What if X' is obtained by a complex deformation of X? The results of [24] may suggest that the answer for the second question is positive.
The inequality 2dimcS -dimc^R(S) > n, which appears in Proposition 3.1, is a sufficient condition for an extremal ray R to be L-supported. Let us note however that it destroys the Lefschetz duality (ff) on an even cohomology group of X. I have been unable to find an example of an extremal ray such that the inequality 2dimcS -dimc^R(S) < n is satisfied for any complex subset 5 of X and despite of this it is L-supported (e.g. the Lefschetz duality fails on odd cohomology). However it is hard to expect that the condition from Proposition 3.1 on an extremal ray to be L-supported is a necessary one. [6-l?
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